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Across
1 Setting forth out of the
post office, then south,
then first right (10)
6 Parts of play audience
compelled to shave heads
(4)
9 Jean's so upset not
knowing the way here?
(3,4)
10 Fidgety about guitarist's
neck? (7)
12 Lester surprisingly
takes part in Disney film
(4,6)
13 See 23
15 Everything that's down
is on the same side (6)

16 British graduate
confined in barred cell gets
the last of various
vegetables (8)
18 Talk about Polish zloty
being brought back
somewhere in Austria (8)
20 Note-books journalist
coloured (6)
23/13 Aim to have priest
stop American Dad! (6)
24 Greek island's leader
goes back to this place for
the ambience (10)
26 Kelvin looks round the
home counties for
emperors (7)
27 Some misfortune
qualifies as not being fair
(7)

28 Disheartened explorer
gets some work (4)
29 How champion was
rated has no relation to
serious complaint (10)
Down
1 Sometimes Neil asked
for a usually unpleasant
alternative (4)
2 Spooner's throwaway
shroud an amusement (7)
3 If the Queen took up
roller-skating, might she
break this? (8,5)
4 Turkey food gifts (6)
5 Soldier right to inflame
riot (8)
7 Playing snooker possibly
includes very loud hitting
(7)

8 Cut makes fish reflective
(10)
11 Involving me in battles
over quiet beginning (13)
14 Disorganised sheep
restraint (10)
17 Professor beginning to
be negligent about fifthrate 11 (8)
19 Suggestive sort of
dancing with popular
German bird (7)
21 Twists lectures given
orally (7)
22 Clever old king
drowned in turbulent sea
(6)
25 Friend's head drops in
the mountains (4)

